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A single universal platform
for optimized deployment and management
of applications in the cloud.
Including serverless.

Actually Cross-Cloud.
and Open Source



• Simple and easy way to use multicloud approach.
• Unified way to deploy VMs, containers, serverless and big data to 

different Cloud Providers.
• Automatic deployment to different Cloud Providers.
• Automatic optimization of cloud resources.

Melodic - why?



• Cloud agnostic language, similar 

to TOSCA

• Application modelling: components, 

connections, security, etc.

• Infrastructure requirement modelling

• User requirements, constraints,

and utility

Unified way of describing application and infrastructure in the Cloud

CAMEL– Cloud Application Modelling and 
Execution Language

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CAMEL is Cloud Application Modelling and Execution Language and it is used to model an application. It is a domain-specific and Cloud provider agnostic language, based on Eclipse Modeling Framework, and similar to TOSCA.  It covers all aspects of application modeling:  It is possible to model in CAMEL the application components, connections between them, security aspects. It supports various types of application components: script-based, Spark components, Docker containers and serverless components. It allows also for complex infrastructure requirements modeling, and what is probably the most important and unique, it allows for modeling of user preferences: utility function and constraints. It makes the optimisation process in Melodic possible.What is more, it supports models@runtime modelling. It is used to express the application state during the runtime. In other words, it supports the description of application state before it starts to be deployed, during optimisation, and when the application is running.Camel is built from modules. It currently contains many modules and it will have more because there are work in progress on extensions. What is important to notice is the fact that these modules can be reused in more than one camel application model. For example, in the MELODIC we have some predefined metric models that are reused in many application models.(To sum up, CAMEL is a unified way of describing application and infrastructure in the Cloud.)



Melodic offers to:

• Metric collection of the running application

• Flexible way to calculate utility for particular application

• Focus on business value of the application

• Optimize the trade-off of cost, performance, availability etc.

Melodic is your smart, autonomic DevOps

Melodic - what is the best deployment?



Melodic - optimization and automation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How does Melodic work? Firstly, user needs to create a CAMEL model for his application and set up initial parameters for the application.After that, Melodic starts the work.It downloads the offers from all cloud providers that user has access.  It calculates the best cloud environment for application and deploys it automatically.The reasoning part is done by solving a Constraint Optimisation Problem maximizing the utility function automatically generated from the Camel Model. To solve the Constraint Problems Melodic uses various solvers. Among others, a Stochastic Learning Automata solver based on reinforcement learning and Monte Carlo Tree Search solver.Currently Melodic supports deployment on big Cloud providers like AWS, GCP, Azure, and also Openstack.When an application is ready and working, Melodic starts collecting defined by the user metrics about currently running configuration. If the better solution appears or actual solution becomes unacceptable because one of the constraints, the reconfiguration is triggered.Melodic on continuous basis looking for better solution for deployment and makes the reconfiguration if newly found solution is significantly better than current one. It means that it can move application components to another cloud provide, to another virtual machine, adds more instances or whatever Melodic establish as the best deployment.Therefore, during the application execution, MELODIC manages to always have the most optimal environment. �Melodic follows the common MAPE-K loop, so Modelling, Analysing, Planning and Executing based on the collected Knowledge/metrics. It contains three main parts: the definition of the application: the components, communication between them and parameters.the requirement model which describes the resources that are enough to ensure proper running of the applicationthe metric model where are the rules for the reconfiguration, the definitions of metrics, constraints and utility function.



MELODIC
architecture



Core Concept #1: Polymorph Architecture
• Objective: Maximize the utility of the application by adapting the technical 

forms of its components

• Considered technical forms
• Virtual machines
• Containers
• Serverless components
• Big data jobs

• Application utility
• Constructed with requirements in CAMEL specification
• Evaluated with operation metric and technical form properties



Core Concept #2: Proactive Adaptation
• Objective: Forecast execution context to 

anticipate deployment

• Execution context prediction
• Predict resources needs
• Identify deployment configurations

• Deployment anticipation
• Conduct effective adaption of the application
• Provide seamless experience for end-user



Proactive Adaptation - how it works

1. Initial deployment of the application.
2. Metrics collection from the running application
3. Forecasting of future metric values
4. Optimization of the resources based on the 

forecasted values of the metrics
5. Finding the optimal deployment plan
6. Reconfiguration of the application



Stay in touch with us!

Get more info from our social media



Business GOAL:

Train 50 predictions models in 1 hour using 

minimal number of resources

AI Investments - training predictions 
models



Investment analyst

On permises 
resources

S3

Job submit

AI Investments - training predictions models



On permises 
resources

S3

Job submit

Time to finish 
Processing: 3h

Cloud resources - AWS

Cloud resources - Azure

AI Investments - training predictions models



On permises 
resources

S3

Job submit

Cloud resources - AWS

Cloud resources - Azure

Time to finish 
Processing: 2h

Cloud resources - Azure

Cloud resources - Octawave

Time to finish 
Processing: 1h

AI Investments - training predictions models

Mission acomplished!

Cloud resources - AWS



• Effective optimization of resource consumption

• Well-chosen scaling of machine learning training

• Optimizing the work efficiency of the application relative to 

the budget planned

• Increased reliability of the application (HA)

Benefits



AI Investments - Cost savings due to multicloud approach

• Cost of optimal deployment: 72 141 USD

• Difference between the optimal and the most costly deployment: 175 554 USD

Over 60% of cost savings thanks to multicloud optimization!



Customer with
client-side
application

Proccesing jobs
(Spark)

S3

Job submit

Genome application



Proccesing jobs
(Spark)

S3

Job submit

Genome application
Time to finish 
Processing: 3h

Proccesing jobs (Spark)

Proccesing jobs (Spark)

Time to finish 
Processing: 2h



Proccesing jobs
(Spark)

S3

Job submit

Genome application

Proccesing jobs (Spark)

Proccesing jobs (Spark)

Time to finish 
Processing: 2h

Proccesing jobs (Spark)

Proccesing jobs (Spark)

Proccesing jobs (Spark)

Time to finish 
Processing: 55min



Enjoy!
Connect to 

your 
application

Start 
deployment 

of the 
application

Submit your 
CAMEL 
model to 

MELODIC

Deploy the 
MELODIC 
platform 

Model your 
application 
in CAMEL

Workflow
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Presentation Notes
The workflow with Melodic is very simple:You as a user need to model your application in CAMEL, and deploy the Melodic platform.Then, you just need to submit your CAMEL Model to your Melodic instance, push the big green button to start deployment of the application, and observe.Thanks to the Melodic UI, you will be able to see the reasoning process of Melodic, but you are not expected to do anything more.You can connect, relax, and enjoy your application working.



LIVE PRESENTATION

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The workflow with Melodic is very simple:You as a user need to model your application in CAMEL, and deploy the Melodic platform.Then, you just need to submit your CAMEL Model to your Melodic instance, push the big green button to start deployment of the application, and observe.Thanks to the Melodic UI, you will be able to see the reasoning process of Melodic, but you are not expected to do anything more.You can connect, relax, and enjoy your application working.



Download Melodic at

http://www.melodic.cloud/download/
released under MPL 2.0

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It is very important to mention that Melodic is enterprice ready and it is used by some companies. You also can download and try Melodic, and we encourage you to do that. It uses many open source frameworks like Camunda, Mule ESB, Cloudiator project or Active MQ. Melodic itself is released under MPL 2.0 licence.Currently the 3.0 release is ready. The project is being further developed and it is hosted on OW2 repository. We also encourage for contribution to the project.

http://www.melodic.cloud/download/


Contact details:

Paweł Skrzypek
pskrzypek@7bulls.com

Thank you!
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